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The role of developmental and genetic integration for evolution is contentious. One hypothesis states that integration acts as

a constraint on evolution, whereas an alternative is that developmental and genetic systems evolve to match the functional

modularity of organisms. This study examined a morphological structure, the cricket wing, where developmental and functional

modules are discordant, making it possible to distinguish the two alternatives. Wing shape was characterized with geometric

morphometrics, quantitative genetic information was extracted using a full-sibling breeding design, and patterns of developmental

integration were inferred from fluctuating asymmetry of wing shape. The patterns of genetic, phenotypic, and developmental

integration were clearly similar, but not identical. Heritabilities for different shape variables varied widely, but no shape variables

were devoid of genetic variation. Simulated selection for specific shape changes produced predicted responses with marked

deflections due to the genetic covariance structure. Three hypotheses of modularity according to the wing structures involved in

sound production were inconsistent with the genetic, phenotypic, or developmental covariance structure. Instead, there appears to

be strong integration throughout the wing. The hypothesis that genetic and developmental integration evolve to match functional

modularity can therefore be rejected for this example.

KEY WORDS: Developmental constraint, geometric morphometrics, Gryllus firmus, modularity, Procrustes superimposition,

selection.

Adaptive evolution of morphological structures requires genetic

variation of parts that are involved in one or more fitness-related

functions. In turn, the available variation is molded by the devel-

opmental system that expresses variation and can manifest itself

as a constraint on adaptive evolution. This reciprocal relationship

between functional and developmental factors has long been a

focus of extensive debate in evolutionary biology (e.g., Whyte

1965; Arthur 1997; Gould 2002; Laubichler and Maienschein

2009). We use the term function to designate the biomechanical

or physiological effects of a structure; “basically the function of a

feature is its action or how it works” (Bock and von Wahlert 1965,

p. 274). Further, we define effects of development to include both

the patterning of variation that arises in the developmental system

as well as its possible modification by processes such as inter-

nal selection (Whyte 1965; Riedl 1975; Cheverud 1984; Arthur

1997; Fusco 2001). It is generally recognized that the evolution
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of morphological structures is influenced both by the processes

involved in the development of a structure and its function in the

organism’s interactions with the environment, but different inves-

tigators have tended to emphasize one or the other (for recent

reviews, see Breuker et al. 2006a; Laubichler and Maienschein

2009). Viewpoints differ on the relative roles that function and

developmental factors play in influencing the available morpho-

logical variation and evolutionary change. Some authors have

hypothesized that the genetic and developmental structure should

evolve to match functional modules (Riedl 1975; Cheverud 1984;

Wagner and Altenberg 1996), whereas others have emphasized

that developmental modularity may affect adaptive evolution as a

constraint or bias (Raff 1996; Arthur 2001). As a possible strat-

egy to address the relative importance of developmental and func-

tional factors for evolutionary processes, Breuker et al. (2006a)

suggested an analysis of modularity in a structure where it can

be expected that functional and developmental modules are not

congruent.

An example of such a structure is the forewing of male crick-

ets, which contains several morphologically differentiated regions

that perform different roles in sound production (Fig. 1A; Nocke

1971; Bennet-Clark 1999, 2003), although the wing develops from

a single sheet of cells that is folded over to form a double layer

of cells inside an external pocket of cuticle of the nymph, the

wing pad (Heming 2003). Moreover, because crickets only start

to use their forewings after they are fully formed and hardened,

there is no effect of use on the development of the wing. Crickets

produce their song by moving one wing over the other (usually

the right over the left wing). The teeth of the file on the ven-

tral side of the upper wing rub against the plectrum, or scraper,

of the opposite wing and thus cause both wings to vibrate. The

area of modified veins called the harp is the main resonator in

the wing (Nocke 1971; Bennet-Clark 1999, 2003; Montealegre-Z

et al. 2009), whereas the mirror area is likely to be a subsidiary

resonator (Bennet-Clark 2003). How fast the file and plectrum

move against each other is determined by a “clockwork” mech-

anism in which the resonance of the wing controls the speed at

which the teeth of the file are caught and released by the plectrum

(Elliott and Koch 1985; Koch et al. 1988; Prestwich et al. 2000;

Bennet-Clark and Bailey 2002). The harp, as the main resonator

of the wing, therefore is expected to be of key importance for the

frequency of the song. A relationship between the area of the harp

and the dominant frequency was indeed found in the field cricket

Gryllus campestris (Simmons 1995; Simmons and Ritchie 1996).

Moreover, Webb and Roff (1992) reported several other relation-

ships between song characteristics and morphological traits in the

wing of Gryllus firmus. At a larger scale, comparative studies in

katydids showed that evolutionary changes in the morphology of

sound-producing structures and acoustic signals are phylogenet-

ically associated (Montealegre-Z 2009). Overall, it is reasonable

Figure 1. Regions of the wing and landmarks used in this study.

(A) The main regions of a forewing that are relevant for sound

production (after Bennet-Clark 1999, 2003). The plectrum, a mod-

ified wing vein, engages with the file on the ventral side of the

opposite wing to produce vibrations of both wings. The harp is

the main resonator in the wing, and the mirror is a subsidiary res-

onator (Bennet-Clark 1999). (B) Landmarks digitized on each wing.

Wings were cut along the bold dashed line to flatten them. The di-

agrams of shape changes in the subsequent figures show only the

posterior part of the wing that was retained for digitizing (below

the dashed line in the diagram).

to expect that the precise geometry of the different wing parts

and their arrangement to each other are under selection related to

acoustic performance. Moreover, because the parts of the sound-

producing structure perform distinct functions, it is likely that

selection on specific song features will favor changes in those

parts individually or in different combinations.

Here, we analyze the shape of wings in male sand crickets

(G. firmus) to examine morphological integration and modularity

at the genetic and phenotypic levels. Genetic variation of wing

measurements and song characteristics in this species has been

documented previously (Webb and Roff 1992). To examine the

structure of genetic variation of shape in the cricket wing, we

combine the methods of geometric morphometrics with those of

evolutionary quantitative genetics (Roff 1997, 2007; Lynch and

Walsh 1998; Klingenberg and Leamy 2001; Myers et al. 2006).
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This approach makes it possible to search for genetic constraints,

whether from development or other origins, and to examine ge-

netic integration and modularity of wing shape. To infer integra-

tion at the developmental level, we analyze the patterns of fluc-

tuating asymmetry (Klingenberg and McIntyre 1998; Debat et al.

2000; Klingenberg 2003b, 2008b). Because fluctuating asymme-

try stems from random perturbations that occurred in the devel-

opment of the wings of the individuals under study, it provides an

opportunity to quantify the pattern of variation from spontaneous

changes in the developmental processes and therefore allows us to

analyze directly the intrinsic, developmental component of inte-

gration and modularity. In combination, these analyses constitute

an integrated approach to explore the functional and developmen-

tal aspects of morphological variation in the cricket wing and its

evolutionary potential (Breuker et al. 2006a).

Materials and Methods
BREEDING DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION

This study considers the wing shape of male crickets raised in a

breeding experiment from which measurements of females were

considered in a previous study, where experimental design, mat-

ing procedures, and rearing conditions are described in detail

(Bégin et al. 2004). In brief, the breeding experiment is based on

a full-sibling design, where the genetic component of variation

is estimated from the variation among families of full-siblings.

Although the crickets were reared at three different temperatures

(24◦C, 28◦C, and 32◦C), we pooled all families in this study to

maximize the sample size (genetic covariance matrices for other

morphological measurements were stable across temperatures;

Bégin et al. 2004). An additional factor is that G. firmus is a wing

dimorphic species, where some individuals have fully developed

hindwings (long-winged morph) and others have reduced, non-

functional hindwings (short-winged morph; Veazey et al. 1976;

Roff 1986). We treated temperature and wing morph as fixed

factors in the genetic analysis. The offspring of each family were

reared in two separate buckets, which makes it possible to estimate

the effect of the common rearing environment. Complete data

were available for a total of 1279 male offspring from 112 families.

The cricket wing is a three-dimensional structure folded in

the flexible zone anterior to the Cu1 vein (Fig. 1A; Bennet-Clark

2003). We cut the wings along the Cu1 vein (Fig. 1B, dashed

line), which made it possible to flatten them, and we focus on

the posterior part that is primarily responsible for sound produc-

tion (Nocke 1971; Bennet-Clark 2003). This posterior part was

mounted on a slide under a cover slip in a polyvinyl lactophenol

semi-permanent medium.

For each wing, 12 landmarks were digitized, which cover

the principal parts of the wing that are involved in sound pro-

duction (Fig. 1B). To assess the measurement error, each wing

was digitized twice. The landmarks were digitized using the

TPSdig software (v1.07; freely available at http://life.bio.sunysb.

edu/morph/).

SHAPE ANALYSIS

Shape information was extracted with a generalized full Pro-

crustes fit and a projection to shape tangent space (Dryden and

Mardia 1998). The Procrustes fit included appropriate reflections

to take into account that the data contained landmark configura-

tions from both left and right wings (Klingenberg and McIntyre

1998). As a measure of wing size, we computed centroid size

(Dryden and Mardia 1998). These and the subsequent steps of the

morphometric analysis were performed with the MorphoJ soft-

ware (Klingenberg 2008a).

To quantify the components of variation due to the dif-

ferent factors of the experimental design (temperature, wing

morphs, individual variation, asymmetry, and measurement error),

we ran a preliminary Procrustes analysis of variance (ANOVA)

(Klingenberg and McIntyre 1998). We used the method of sum-

ming up effects over the x and y coordinates of all landmarks

(Klingenberg and McIntyre 1998), which is an extension of

Goodall’s (1991) ANOVA approach and produces intuitive es-

timates of the magnitudes of the different effects. In addition,

we used the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) ap-

proach, which also takes into consideration the directionality of

variation in the shape tangent space for the statistical tests, but

does not provide intuitive statistics on the amounts of variation

for which the different factors account (Klingenberg et al. 2002;

Klingenberg and Monteiro 2005). The two methods are therefore

complementary.

Principal component (PC) analysis, based on the covariance

matrix of the landmark coordinates after the Procrustes fit (Dryden

and Mardia 1998; Jolliffe 2002), was used to examine the domi-

nant features and dimensionality of shape variation and to extract

shape variables for the quantitative genetic analysis.

QUANTITATIVE GENETIC ANALYSIS

To accommodate the variable number of offspring in the differ-

ent families, we estimated quantitative genetic parameters us-

ing REML methods, as implemented in the Wombat software

(Meyer 2007). Alternative analyses run with the VCE6 software

(Groeneveld et al. 2008) produced very similar results. We present

the results obtained with Wombat.

The wing shape data were entered into the analyses as PC

scores, including all 20 PCs that had eigenvalues greater than zero,

so that the entire dimensionality of the shape tangent space was

preserved in the analysis. The genetic model included the rear-

ing temperature and wing morph as fixed effects, centroid size as

a covariate, and families and buckets (common environment) as
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random effects. The resulting covariance matrices for the random

effects were transformed from the PCs back to the original co-

ordinate system for all further analyses. The use of centroid size

as a covariate corrects for the allometric effects of size on shape,

which are known as a common integrating factor that tends to

produce covariation throughout the entire configuration of land-

marks (e.g., Klingenberg 2009). Including a size correction such

as this therefore tends to make any modularity more apparent.

The matrix GP−1, where G is the genetic and P the pheno-

typic covariance matrix, is a multivariate analogue of the univari-

ate heritability (Roff 2000). The eigenvectors of GP−1 with the

largest and smallest eigenvalues define the shape variables with

the maximal and minimal heritabilities, and these variables are

therefore useful for the study of the potential for evolutionary

change of shape variables (Klingenberg and Leamy 2001). Be-

cause P is not of full rank due to the degrees of freedom for size,

position, and orientation lost in the Procrustes fit, we used the

Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of P (which we write P−).

Heritability has been criticized as a statistic for evaluating the

potential for response to selection or constraints (Houle 1992),

but is still a useful measure of the evolutionary potential of scalar

traits (Falconer and Mackay 1996; Roff 1997; Visscher et al.

2008). Alternatives such as Houle’s (1992) evolvability statis-

tic also have their limitations (Roff 1997, p. 122 f.; Lynch and

Walsh 1998, p. 175 f.) and the standardization using the mean

is not applicable to shape variables derived from shape tangent

space, because the origin of the coordinate system is the mean

shape (Dryden and Mardia 1998). Shape variables derived from

shape tangent space are on an interval scale and usually have

zero means (because they are often computed as deviations from

the mean shape). For variables on an interval scale, even authors

usually critical of heritability agree that it is an appropriate mea-

sure of evolutionary potential (Hansen and Houle 2008, p. 1204).

As an alternative, in the context of geometric morphometrics,

Hansen and Houle (2008) used untransformed shape distances

(Procrustes distances) in their example calculations because they

felt that the transformation from the original landmark coordinates

to shape data by the Procrustes fit “is similar to mean standard-

ization” (p. 1208). This is unsatisfactory because these distances,

in units of Procrustes distance, are specific to the dataset un-

der question and cannot be compared among datasets, let alone

with variables derived from different types of data. Such compar-

isons are a key benefit of statistics such as heritability (Mousseau

and Roff 1987; Roff and Mousseau 1987; Visscher et al. 2008) or

evolvability (Houle 1992). For these reasons, we prefer to use her-

itability to gauge the potential for evolutionary change of shape

variables.

Because of the known bias in the estimation of G, which tends

to overestimate large eigenvalues and to underestimate small ones

(Hill and Thompson 1978; Hayes and Hill 1981), the multivari-

ate analysis of GP− may exaggerate extreme heritabilities, both

large and small. To address the effect of this bias, we conducted

univariate REML analyses to compute the heritabilities of the

shape variables corresponding to the eigenvectors of GP− and

the respective standard errors. Even if these variables may still be

affected in part by the bias and thus may not optimally estimate

the shape variables with extreme heritabilities, their heritabilities

are likely to be close to those extremes. The values of these shape

variables were computed by projecting datapoints onto the di-

rection of the respective eigenvector in shape tangent space. The

genetic model for these univariate analyses was the same as for

the multivariate analysis, with wing morph and temperature as

fixed effects, centroid size as a covariate, and families and buck-

ets as random effects. Because a single shape variable is used

in each of these analyses, univariate statistics such as heritabil-

ities and their standard errors are appropriate (Klingenberg and

Leamy 2001).

For the analyses of fluctuating asymmetry, a separate genetic

analysis was run to account for possible genetic effects on asym-

metry, which may produce differences in the average asymmetry

in different families and thus may bias the analyses of fluctu-

ating asymmetry (Stige et al. 2006). The REML analysis was

run with PC scores of the individual asymmetries of wing shape,

and all 20 PCs with nonzero eigenvalues were included in the

analysis. The genetic model included the rearing temperature and

wing morph as fixed effects, and families and buckets as random

effects. The residual covariance matrix from this analysis was

transformed back from the coordinate system of PC scores to that

of the Procrustes-aligned landmark coordinates. This residual co-

variance matrix characterized the patterns of covariation in the

asymmetry of the wings after correction for genetic effects and

the effects of the common environment in the buckets, and was

used in the analyses of fluctuating asymmetry to study integration

and modularity in the variation produced by the developmental

system (Klingenberg 2003b, 2005, 2008b).

To quantify the similarity of covariance matrices, we com-

puted the matrix correlations between them. Matrix correlation is

a measure of the overall similarity of covariance matrices and has

been widely used in geometric morphometrics (e.g., Klingenberg

and McIntyre 1998; Debat et al. 2000, 2006, 2008, 2009; Breuker

et al. 2006b). We computed matrix correlations with and without

the diagonal 2 × 2 blocks corresponding to the variances and co-

variances of x and y coordinates of single landmarks (Klingenberg

and McIntyre 1998). Matrix correlation of the complete covari-

ance matrices considers the total patterns of variation, whereas the

analysis without the diagonal blocks focuses just on covariation

between different landmarks. Tests of similarity against the null

hypothesis of no relationship were based on a matrix permutation

procedure, as modified for geometric morphometrics. To simulate

the null hypothesis of unrelated patterns of covariation, these tests
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permuted the landmarks in the matrices rather than the individual

x and y coordinates (Klingenberg and McIntyre 1998).

ANALYSIS OF MODULARITY

Because different regions of the forewing have different functions

in sound production, we examined whether these regions behave

as morphological modules (Klingenberg 2008b, 2009). The harp

has been identified as the main resonator in the wing of crickets

(Nocke 1971; Simmons and Ritchie 1996; Bennet-Clark 1999,

2003; Montealegre-Z et al. 2009). According to the “clockwork

cricket” model of sound production, the resonance of the harp

determines the dominant frequency of the sound, not only its

volume (Elliott and Koch 1985; Koch et al. 1988; Prestwich et al.

2000; Bennet-Clark and Bailey 2002). Moreover, the ventral side

of the vein that forms the proximal border of the harp also bears the

file used in stridulation, which is directly integrated into the harp.

The mirror also resonates, but at a higher frequency and with more

damping than the harp (Nocke 1971; Bennet-Clark 2003), and

may therefore play a subsidiary role in sound production that is

distinct from the harp. Finally, the plectrum has a key role in sound

production as it interacts with the file of the opposite wing, but it is

coupled to the ipsilateral harp via a flexible linkage that achieves

a phase shift in the excitation of the harp (Bennet-Clark 2003;

Montealegre-Z et al. 2009). The plectrum and the surrounding

structures may therefore be a module that is distinct from the

other parts of the wing. Because all these regions perform distinct

functions in the production of sound, they can be considered to be

functional modules and it is plausible that selection on different

aspects of song may affect these regions differentially.

To examine whether the functional modules are reflected in

the variation of shape, we formulated three hypotheses of mod-

ularity (Fig. 2): a hypothesis contrasting the harp with the other

parts of the wing (Fig. 2A), a hypothesis in which the harp and

plectrum region are separate from the remainder of the wing

(Fig. 2B), and a hypothesis in which the harp, mirror, and the

rest of the wing form separate modules (Fig. 2C). For the latter

partition of the wing, it is not clear to which hypothetical mod-

ule landmark 9, at the boundary of harp and mirror, should be

allocated. Thus, we performed the analysis with an alternative

allocation of this landmark as well.

Hypotheses of modularity were evaluated by computing the

strength of covariation between the hypothesized modules with

alternative partitions of the landmarks into subsets of the corre-

sponding sizes (Klingenberg 2009). If a hypothesis of modularity

is correct, the covariation between those subsets of landmarks

should be weaker than the covariation between different parti-

tions of the landmarks into subsets. To evaluate this prediction,

we computed the RV coefficient (Escoufier 1973) or multiset RV

coefficient (Klingenberg 2009) as a measure of the strength of

covariation between the sets of landmarks. The RV coefficient is

A   Harp versus all other landmarks

B Harp, plectrum, and remaining landmarks

C Harp, mirror, and remaining landmarks

Figure 2. Hypotheses of modularity in the cricket wing (diagrams

show the posterior part of the wing only, see Fig. 1B). (A) The hy-

pothesis that contrasts the landmarks of the harp (solid black cir-

cles) and the remainder of the wing (open circles) as two separate

modules. The thin black lines represent the adjacency graph used

to define spatially contiguous subsets of landmarks (Klingenberg

2009). (B) The hypothesis in which the harp (black circles), the land-

marks at the ends of the plectrum (gray circles), and the remaining

landmarks (open circles) form three modules. (C) The hypothesis

where the harp (black circles), the mirror (gray circles), and the

remainder of the wing (open circles) are distinct modules. Because

landmark 9 (marked with an asterisk) is at the boundary of the

harp and mirror, we also considered an alternative subdivision for

which this landmark was allocated to the harp.

a multivariate measure of covariation between two sets of land-

marks and can be computed as follows:

RV = trace (S12S21)√
trace (S1S1) trace (S2S2)

.

In this equation, the matrices S12 and S21 contain the covari-

ances between the coordinates of the two sets of landmarks (S12 is
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the transpose of S21), whereas the matrices S1 and S2 contain the

variances and covariances of the landmarks within sets 1 and 2,

respectively. The trace of a matrix is the sum of its diagonal el-

ements. The RV coefficient can be interpreted as a multivariate

analogue of the squared correlation coefficient (Escoufier 1973;

Klingenberg 2009). The multiset RV coefficient is a generalization

for more than two sets of variables and is computed as the aver-

age of the RV coefficients between all pairs of sets (Klingenberg

2009).

For each hypothesis, the RV coefficient or multiset RV co-

efficient obtained from the partition of landmarks according to

modules was compared to the corresponding statistics for the full

enumeration of all alternative partitions of the landmarks into

subsets with the corresponding numbers of landmarks. If the RV

coefficient for the partition according to hypothesized modules

is not at or near the lower extreme of the distribution of RV

coefficients from the alternative partitions, the expectation that

the modules are relatively independent from each other is not

met, and the hypothesis of modularity can therefore be rejected

(Klingenberg 2009).

Because the developmental interactions that produce the mor-

phological integration in the wings are tissue-bound processes

such as intercellular signaling (Heming 2003; Blair 2007) and

because sound production involves mechanical transmission of

oscillations through the wing, it may be desirable to restrict com-

parisons to just those subsets of landmarks that are spatially con-

tiguous to qualify as potential developmental or functional mod-

ules. Accordingly, in addition to analyses without restrictions,

we also conducted comparisons that were limited to just those

partitions that separated the landmarks into spatially contiguous

subsets (Klingenberg 2009). Spatial contiguity was defined with

an adjacency graph (fine black lines in Fig. 2A): a partition of

landmarks is spatially contiguous if all resulting subsets of land-

marks are connected through the edges of the adjacency graph

(Klingenberg 2009).

HYPOTHETICAL SELECTION

To examine genetic integration in the wing further, we defined

hypothetical selection gradients focusing on specific, localized

shape features of the wing and examined the shape change cor-

responding to the expected response to selection (Klingenberg

and Leamy 2001). The influence of relative constraints on adap-

tation can be gauged by assessing how much the direction of

the predicted response is deflected from the direction of selec-

tion. For instance, an effect of constraints is manifest if selection

for a localized shape feature yields a predicted response with

global shape changes throughout the entire landmark configura-

tion (Klingenberg and Leamy 2001). The selection response can

be predicted from the selection gradient and the genetic and phe-

notypic covariance matrices using the multivariate version of the

breeders’ equation �μ = Gβ = GP−1s (Lande 1979), where �μ

is the change in the average phenotype in response to selection,

G is the additive genetic covariance matrix, P is the phenotypic

covariance matrix, β is the selection gradient, and s is the selection

differential.

Selection gradients are not shape changes, and previous anal-

yses have therefore characterized selection on geometric shape

with selection differentials, which are shape changes and can be

directly visualized and interpreted (Klingenberg and Leamy 2001;

Klingenberg and Monteiro 2005). The disadvantage of selection

differentials is that they do not separate direct selection from

indirect selection due to phenotypic covariation between traits

(Lande and Arnold 1983). To avoid this difficulty, it is possible to

represent the selection gradient as the product of a shape vector

indicating the direction of selection in shape tangent space, which

is a shape variable, and a scale factor that represents the amount

of change in relative fitness per unit of change in shape.

Selection gradients were chosen to reflect shape changes re-

lating to the biomechanics of sound production in the cricket wing:

an increase in the relative size of the harp, an increase in the rela-

tive size of the mirror, and a change in the relative position of the

plectrum. Note that these selection gradients are purely hypotheti-

cal, and that we do not imply that they reflect patterns of selection

in real populations (no information about selection on wing shape

in cricket populations is currently available). These changes of

relative landmark positions may have altered the overall centroid

size, position, and orientation of the landmark configuration, and

therefore may not have been pure shape changes. To ensure that

the directions of the selection gradients were shape changes, the

vectors of these landmark shifts were projected onto the shape tan-

gent space (Dryden and Mardia 1998). This projection resulted in

small shifts of landmarks other than those that were targeted di-

rectly. The magnitude of the scale factor was arbitrarily set so that

the standardized selection gradient (Lande and Arnold 1983) of

the corresponding shape variable was 1.0 (i.e., one unit of change

in relative fitness per standard deviation of change of the shape

variable corresponding to the selection gradient). This standard-

ized selection gradient is large, but not unrealistic by comparison

to values found in natural populations of various animals and

plants (Hoekstra et al. 2001; Kingsolver et al. 2001). In all other

details, the analyses of hypothetical selection were conducted as

described by Klingenberg and Leamy (2001).

The total response to selection, �μ, was separated into the

direct response, the component in the direction of the selec-

tion gradient, and the correlated response, perpendicular to it

(Klingenberg and Leamy 2001). The direct and correlated re-

sponses add up to the total response by vector addition. This

decomposition was chosen to match the meanings of the terms
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Table 1. Procrustes ANOVA and MANOVA for the contributions of the various experimental factors to shape variation.

Procrustes ANOVA MANOVA

SS MS df F P Pillai’s trace P

Wing morph 0.066 0.003316 20 11.03 <0.0001 0.33 <0.0001
Temperature 0.770 0.019251 40 64.03 <0.0001 1.23 <0.0001
Individual 7.667 0.000300 25,500 5.89 <0.0001 17.90 <0.0001
Side 0.826 0.041304 20 809.20 <0.0001 0.95 <0.0001
Individual × side 1.305 0.000051 25,560 5.66 <0.0001 14.27 <0.0001
Measurement error 0.454 0.000009 50,320

SS, sums of squares; MS, mean squares; df, degrees of freedom.

direct and correlated response in traditional quantitative genetics

(e.g., Falconer and Mackay 1996; Roff 1997): the direct response

is the component of the response that is in the direction of the

shape feature under selection and the correlated response is the

change in the remaining shape features, which were not selected

for (hence the orthogonality of the two components). This de-

composition is also identical to the use of the terms direct and

correlated response in the multivariate context by Arnold and

Wade (1984, p. 711). The magnitudes of the direct and correlated

response were computed in units of Procrustes distance. The anal-

yses of hypothetical selection were conducted as implemented in

the MorphoJ software (Klingenberg 2008a).

Results
SHAPE VARIATION

The Procrustes ANOVA indicated that both wing morph and rear-

ing temperature had substantial effects on wing shape (signifi-

cant main effects and substantial mean squares; Table 1). There

was also significant directional asymmetry (main effect of side).

Moreover, fluctuating asymmetry (individual × side interaction)

exceeded measurement error more than fivefold, so that the es-

timates of fluctuating asymmetry are not compromised by mea-

surement error. All other effects are much larger, and the effects

of measurement error are therefore negligible for them.

A principal component (PC) analysis showed that much of the

phenotypic variation was concentrated in the first few dimensions

and that the eigenvalues gradually decreased, with a slight step

after the ninth PC (Fig. 3A). The shape changes for the first three

PCs (Fig. 4A) consisted of relative shifts and deformations of

structures in multiple regions of the wing. For instance, the PC1

was associated with a large shift of the central vein of the harp

(landmark 6), with smaller changes in the distal part of the mirror

and the landmarks posterior to the mirror and in the proximal

part of the harp (landmark 2). The PC2 and PC3 are similarly

composed of changes in multiple regions of the wing, and not

localized to a single part.
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Figure 3. Relative contributions of the eigenvalues of the pheno-

typic (A) and genetic (B) covariance matrices and of the covariance

matrix for fluctuating asymmetry (C).
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A

Phenotypic covariance matrix
B

Genetic covariance matrix
C

Fluctuating asymmetry

PC1: 23.2% PC1: 26.5%PC1: 24.3%

PC3: 10.3% PC3: 13.6%PC3: 12.0%

PC2: 15.0% PC2: 16.1%PC2: 15.7%

Figure 4. Shape changes associated with the principal components. The shape changes from the gray outlines and empty circles (average

shape) to the black outlines and solid circles represent a shift along the respective PC in positive direction by 0.1 units of Procrustes

distance (this is a large change relative to the variation in the data). Note that the directions of the shape changes are arbitrary, the

opposite shape change is therefore equally associated with each PC. Outline drawings were warped according to the shape change

for the landmarks with the thin-plate spline technique (Bookstein 1989). Note that the warped outline diagrams indicate interpolated

changes even in regions without nearby landmarks (e.g., in the wing base and tip), which should be interpreted with caution.

INHERITANCE OF WING SHAPE

The genetic variation of wing shape was distributed over the di-

mensions of shape space (Fig. 3B) in a similar manner as it was

found for the phenotypic covariance matrix (Fig. 3A). Moreover,

the PCs of the genetic covariance matrix were similar to those

of the phenotypic covariance matrix (cf. Fig. 4A,B). In line with

these observations, the matrix correlation between the phenotypic

and genetic covariance matrices was very high (0.97 if the diago-

nal 2 × 2 blocks were included, 0.91 if the diagonal blocks were

excluded from the computation of matrix correlations; the ma-

trix permutation test against the null hypothesis of no similarity

whatsoever yielded a P < 0.0001 in both cases).

The analysis of the matrix GP− produced a range of eigen-

values from 0.95 to 0.083, with a fairly smooth scale of values

between these two extremes (Fig. 5A). These two extreme values

also indicate the range of possible heritabilities of the shape vari-

ables that can be computed as linear combinations of the landmark

coordinates. The shape variable that has the maximal heritability

(Fig. 5B; the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigen-

value) is fairly similar to the PC1 of the phenotypic covariance

matrix (Fig. 4A; the angle between the two vectors in shape tan-

gent space is 52.9◦, an angle substantially smaller than expected

for random vectors in 20-dimensional space).

To evaluate these expected heritabilities, we conducted uni-

variate analyses with the shape variables corresponding to the

eigenvectors of the matrix GP−. None of these variables had an

extremely small variance (each accounted for more than 5% of the

total variance), suggesting that no numerical problems were to be

suspected. The estimated heritabilities for these variables ranged

from 0.33 to 0.82 and standard errors were fairly small (Table 2).

The heritabilities of these shape variables followed the ordering

of the corresponding eigenvalues of GP− mostly, but not strictly

(e.g., the smallest heritability was obtained for eigenvector 18,

not 20). That the range of these heritabilities was narrower than

the spectrum of eigenvalues of GP− reflects the bias expected

in multivariate analyses (Hill and Thompson 1978; Hayes and

Hill 1981). Nevertheless, even these heritabilities from univariate

analyses extended over a considerable range.

FLUCTUATING ASYMMETRY AND DEVELOPMENTAL

INTEGRATION

To investigate variation spontaneously produced by the develop-

mental system of the wings, we used the covariance matrix for

fluctuating asymmetry after removing the small genetic compo-

nent of variation (accounting for 5.5% of the phenotypic compo-

nent of the total variance for shape asymmetry).
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Figure 5. Analysis of the matrix GP−. (A) Eigenvalues of the ma-

trix GP−, which correspond to the heritabilities of the shape vari-

ables associated with the respective eigenvectors. (B) The shape

change associated with the largest eigenvalue. This is the shape

variable with the highest heritability. (C) The shape change as-

sociated with the smallest eigenvalue. This is the shape variable

associated with the lowest heritability, or with the most stringent

genetic constraint. Conventions for the warped outline drawings

are the same as for Figure 4.

The covariance matrix for fluctuating asymmetry was similar

to the P matrix for shape (matrix correlation 0.94 if the diagonal

2 × 2 blocks were included, 0.81 without the diagonal blocks; P <

0.0001 for both) and to the G matrix for shape (matrix correlation

0.88 with the diagonal blocks, 0.66 without the diagonal blocks;

P < 0.0001 for both). PCA indicated that variation for fluctuating

asymmetry was slightly more concentrated in the first three PCs

(Fig. 3C) than it was observed for the phenotypic and genetic

components of shape (Fig 3A,B). The shape changes for the first

three PCs (Fig. 4C) were very similar to those of the P and

Table 2. Heritabilities of the shape variables corresponding to

the eigenvectors of the matrix GP−. These heritabilities and their

standard errors were computed in univariate REML analyses.

Eigenvector Heritability Standard error

1 0.82 0.082
2 0.81 0.079
3 0.80 0.080
4 0.70 0.077
5 0.72 0.080
6 0.66 0.077
7 0.68 0.077
8 0.55 0.075
9 0.59 0.074

10 0.63 0.076
11 0.63 0.078
12 0.58 0.073
13 0.60 0.075
14 0.51 0.071
15 0.50 0.071
16 0.46 0.070
17 0.54 0.074
18 0.33 0.064
19 0.52 0.071
20 0.37 0.071

G matrices for shape (Fig. 4A,B). Overall, this indicates that

the contribution of new variation produced by the developmental

system is patterned in a similar way as the phenotypic and genetic

variation in the population under study.

MODULARITY OF WING SHAPE

The RV coefficients or multiset RV coefficients between subsets of

landmarks corresponding to hypothesized modules indicated that

there was a low-to-moderate degree of covariation between the

different regions of the wing (Table 3). Covariation for fluctuating

asymmetry was consistently weaker than for the same partitions

of the P and G matrices of shape.

For all the hypotheses of modularity that were examined

(Fig. 2), the comparisons of the strength of covariation between

the hypothesized modules with the strength of covariation be-

tween subsets of landmarks for alternative partitions showed that

there were many partitions that produced weaker covariation than

the hypothesized modules (Table 3). This was true regardless of

whether all partitions or just spatially contiguous partitions were

considered. Accordingly, the covariance structures did not match

the predictions from any of the hypotheses of modularity.

HYPOTHETICAL SELECTION

The analysis of hypothetical selection for a relative expansion of

the harp area (Fig. 6A) used a selection gradient with coordinated
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Table 3. Evaluation of the hypotheses of modularity (Fig. 2) in the P and G matrices for wing shape and in the covariance matrix for

fluctuating asymmetry. Each cell of the table contains the RV coefficient or multiset RV coefficient (RVM) and the counts of the alternative

partitions that yielded lower RV coefficients or multiset RV coefficients and the number of partitions, for all partitions into subsets with

the corresponding numbers of landmarks (“All:”) and for only the contiguous partitions (“Cont.:”).

Hypothesis P matrix G matrix Fluctuating
asymmetry

Harp versus remainder (Fig. 2A) RV=0.252 RV=0.247 RV=0.149
All: 337/792 All: 131/792 All: 50/792
Cont.: 130/290 Cont.: 48/290 Cont.: 41/290

Harp, plectrum, remainder (Fig. 2B) RVM=0.268 RVM=0.208 RVM=0.123
All: 8,084/8,316 All: 4,160/8,316 All: 2,523/8,316
Cont.: 635/722 Cont.: 282/722 Cont.: 475/722

Harp, mirror, remainder (Fig. 2C) RVM=0.184 RVM=0.213 RVM=0.138
All: 7,286/27,720 All: 12,847/27,720 All: 3,438/27,720
Cont.: 439/1,422 Cont.: 738/1,422 Cont.: 377/1,422

Harp, mirror, remainder, alternative partition1 RVM=0.189 RVM=0.212 RVM=0.142
All: 3,899/8,316 All: 4,593/8,316 All: 2,443/8,316
Cont.: 281/722 Cont.: 316/722 Cont.: 264/722

1In this partition, landmark 9 is assigned to the harp and not to the mirror.

relative shifts of the landmarks at the anterior edge of the harp

(landmarks 2, 6, and 10). The total response included changes not

only in the landmarks of the harp, but also in other regions of

the wing. Those changes were clearly visible in the correlated re-

sponse to selection. The magnitude of the direct response, 0.0060,

was slightly less than that of the correlated response, 0.0061 (both

in units of Procrustes distance). This means that the total response

deviated from the direction of the selection gradient by an angle

of just over 45◦.

The selection gradient for a relatively bigger mirror consisted

of relative movements of landmarks 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 away from

the center of the mirror area (Fig. 6B). The total response, again,

combined changes in these landmarks as well as the landmarks

in other regions of the wing. The direct response, 0.0062, was

considerably greater than the correlated response of 0.0042. The

direct response differed from the direction of the selection gradient

by an angle of 34◦.

The third selection gradient represented a localized change of

the relative position and orientation of the two landmarks near the

ends of the plectrum (landmarks 1 and 4; Fig. 6C). Although this

selection gradient was highly localized, it caused shape changes in

the whole wing, for instance in the anterior boundary of the harp

and in the distal and posterior region of the wing. The magnitude

of the direct response to selection was 0.0033 and that of the

correlated response was 0.0045. Accordingly, the total response

to selection diverged by an angle of 57◦ from the direction of the

selection gradient.

Discussion
GENETIC VARIATION AND CONSTRAINTS

The quantitative genetic analyses indicated that univariate heri-

tabilities for shape variables were moderate to high, ranging from

0.33 to 0.82 (Table 2). These results of the quantitative genetic

analysis of shape are comparable with the results from an earlier

half-siblings experiment, where heritabilities of wing character-

istics ranged from 0.42 to 0.73 (combined estimates from dam

and sire components, the range of heritabilities was larger for

estimates from only the sire or dam component; Webb and Roff

1992). The observed range of heritabilities of shape variables,

although they were derived from this single landmark configura-

tion, covered much of the range observed for morphological traits

in general (Roff 1986; Mousseau and Roff 1987). Accordingly,

the potential for evolutionary change in response to selection de-

pends substantially on the specific shape variable of interest (or,

equivalently, on the direction of selection in shape space).

There is little evidence for any absolute genetic constraints,

that is, the absence of genetic variation from some directions of

shape space (Lande 1979; Klingenberg 2005; Kirkpatrick 2009).

Even the smallest eigenvalue of the GP− matrix, which is an

estimate of the lowest heritability in the entire shape data, was

0.082. In a similar study in mouse mandibles, the eigenvalues of

the GP− matrix declined from high values to very nearly zero

(Klingenberg and Leamy 2001). It should be noted, however, that

the eigenvalues of GP− are likely to be biased toward the ex-

tremes (Hill and Thompson 1978; Hayes and Hill 1981). The
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Selection gradient

Total response

Direct response

Correlated response

A

Bigger harp
B

Bigger mirror
C

Shift of the plectrum

Figure 6. Analysis of hypothetical selection. (A) Selection for a relative expansion of the harp. (B) Selection for a relative expansion of

the mirror. (C) Selection for a relative shift and rotation of the plectrum. For each hypothetical selection regime, the first row indicates

the shape variable associated with the selection gradient, the second row shows the total response to selection, and the third and fourth

rows show the direct and correlated responses to selection (in the direction of the selection gradient and perpendicular to it). Because the

selection gradients per se are not shape changes, they are drawn with an arbitrary scaling factor (0.0005), chosen to provide a convenient

visualization of the associated shape variable. The total, direct and correlated responses are drawn as the shape change resulting from

the simulations, exaggerated 10-fold to make the shape changes easily visible (changes from the gray outlines and empty circles to the

black outlines and solid circles).

lowest of the univariate heritability estimates computed from the

shape variables corresponding to the eigenvectors of GP− was

0.33, with a standard error of 0.064, and appears to be clearly

greater than zero (Table 2). This value also needs to be interpreted

with caution, however, as it may overestimate the minimal heri-

tability because of the problems with estimating the eigenvectors

of the matrix GP−. Despite these caveats, there appears to be no

evidence for absolute genetic constraints on wing shape in this

population of crickets, which would require at least one shape

variable with a heritability of zero (or equivalently, a singular

G matrix with at least one dimension devoid of any variation).

Similarly, Mezey and Houle (2005) found genetic variation in

all dimensions of the shape space in their study of wing shape

in Drosophila melanogaster. In contrast, McGuigan and Blows

(2007) reported absolute constraints in G matrices for distance

measurements of D. bunnanda wings.

It is important to note that different studies use different sta-

tistical approaches to identify absolute genetic constraints. For

instance, Hine and Blows (2006) discuss tests that use models

with absolute constraints as the null hypothesis (the same ap-

proach was applied by McGuigan and Blows 2007). The purpose

of those tests is to demonstrate the presence of genetic variation

in all or at least some dimensions of the phenotypic space, and

therefore the null hypothesis of the absence of genetic variation

needs to be rejected. If statistical power is limited, this inevitably

leads to cases in which the null hypothesis of no genetic variation
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in some dimensions cannot be rejected (but note that this does not

imply the truth of the null hypothesis, i.e., the existence of an ab-

solute genetic constraint). Similarly, Kirkpatrick (2009) defined a

measure of the “effective number of dimensions” as the reciprocal

of the proportion of total variance accounted for by the dominant

eigenvalue of a covariance matrix. Because the bulk of the total

variance is often concentrated in relatively few dimensions of the

phenotypic space (e.g., Fig. 3), this number may frequently be

much smaller than the total dimensionality (e.g., for the G ma-

trix in our study, it would be 4.1 out of a total dimensionality of

20). In these approaches, the primary focus is on ascertaining and

the genetic variation that is present in the G matrix, not absolute

constraints.

The observation that variation is concentrated mostly in some

dimensions of phenotypic space or the failure to reject the null

hypothesis of dimensions without genetic variation, however, do

not provide strong evidence for the existence of absolute genetic

constraints. Because most morphological traits have moderate-to-

high heritabilities (Mousseau and Roff 1987; Roff 1997), it is to

be expected that there will be at least a small amount of genetic

variation even in many instances in which the null hypothesis of

no genetic variation cannot be rejected. And small amounts of

variation can be sufficient for producing an evolutionary response

(e.g., Beldade et al. 2002). If the focus of interest is the search for

absolute genetic constraints, it may be more effective to identify

variables with the lowest heritabilities and to examine those. We

used this approach for the example of the cricket wings, but found

no evidence for absolute genetic constraints.

The further analyses, however, suggested that even the rela-

tive genetic constraints can have a large influence on the evolution

of wing shape. Our analyses of hypothetical selection on specific,

localized features of shape consistently showed marked deflec-

tions of the phenotypic response from the direction of selection,

with angles between the directions of selection and the total re-

sponse ranging from 34◦ to 57◦. As a result, the shape changes in

the response were distinctly different from the shape features fa-

vored by selection and there was a noticeable correlated response

to selection (Fig. 6). This deflection is toward the directions of

the dominant eigenvectors of the G matrix (Schluter 1996; Walsh

and Blows 2009), which, in our dataset, represent changes that are

distributed throughout the wing (Fig. 4). In other words, localized

selection can be transformed into an integrated response by the rel-

ative genetic constraints inherent in the structure of the G matrix.

Similar results were found in previous studies using hypothetical

selection based on data from mice and humans (Klingenberg and

Leamy 2001; Martı́nez-Abadı́as et al. 2009).

Whether relative constraints from genetic integration hinder

or facilitate the evolution of wing shape depends on the direction

of selection. In a general survey of the effect of genetic correla-

tions on the rates of adaptive evolution Agrawal and Stinchcombe

(2009) found both positive and negative effects (i.e., they can

act as both negative and positive evolutionary constraints; Gould

1989; Arthur 2001). For crickets, very rapid evolution of wing

morphology has been observed, but the example involves an al-

most complete loss of the sound-producing structures under se-

lection by a parasitoid fly that kills calling males (Zuk et al. 2006).

The basis of this evolutionary change appears to be a single sex-

linked mutation (Tinghitella 2008), which is likely to affect a gene

that participates in a regulatory switch. For more subtle modifi-

cations of the sound-producing structures of the wing, selective

forces and the dynamics of evolutionary responses remain to be

investigated.

PATTERNS OF INTEGRATION AND MODULARITY

IN THE WING

The patterns of integration appeared to be similar at the pheno-

typic and genetic levels as well as for fluctuating asymmetry. The

matrix correlations indicated a high degree of overall similarity

among the respective covariance matrices, the principal compo-

nent analyses yielded similar results as well (Figs. 3 and 4), and

the tests of the different hypotheses of modularity produced com-

parable results for all three covariance matrices (Table 3).

The close similarity of the G and P matrices reflects the part-

whole relationship of these matrices as well as the long-known

observation that genetic and phenotypic correlations tend to be

similar (e.g., Cheverud 1988; Roff 1995, 1996, 1997; Waitt and

Levin 1998). Our results also underscore, however, that this sim-

ilarity of the G and P matrices cannot be taken to mean that they

are necessarily proportional, as is implicitly assumed by the use of

P as a substitute for G (Cheverud 1988; Ackermann and Cheverud

2004; Weaver et al. 2007; Marroig et al. 2009; Perez and Monteiro

2009). If the proportionality of G and P matrices is only approx-

imate, that is, if the two matrices are similar but not proportional,

the results from computations substituting P for G will also be

only approximate. Proportionality of the G and P matrices entails

that the heritabilities of all shape variables are identical (this is true

for any variable formed as a linear combination of the shape vari-

ables, including those computed as a projection onto a particular

direction in shape tangent space; Klingenberg 2003c; Klingenberg

and Monteiro 2005). The large differences found between the es-

timated heritabilities for different shape variables, combined with

their fairly small standard errors, are therefore inconsistent with

proportional G and P matrices (Table 2). Proportionality of the

G and P matrices also implies that the GP− matrix is an identity

matrix multiplied by a constant and thus that its eigenvalues are

all equal (Klingenberg 2003c; Klingenberg and Monteiro 2005),

which is also not consistent with our results (Fig. 5). Statistical

interpretations are further complicated, however, by the biases in

estimating these parameters: as noted above, univariate estimates

are likely to underestimate the range of heritabilities because the
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eigenvectors of GP− may not correctly indicate the shape vari-

ables with extreme heritabilities, whereas the estimated eigenval-

ues of GP− are expected to be too extreme due to the known bias

(Hill and Thompson 1978; Hayes and Hill 1981). Because these

biases are in opposite directions, they permit at least an informal

assessment of the effects. The ranges of eigenvalues of the GP−

and of the heritabilities of scores for different shape variables

might be used to gauge the degree of uncertainty introduced by

the substitution of P for G, for instance, in retrospective analy-

ses of selection and drift (e.g., Ackermann and Cheverud 2004;

Weaver et al. 2007; Perez and Monteiro 2009). In our example,

this uncertainty would be considerable. These observations add

to earlier caveats, based on theoretical arguments or empirical

evidence, against using P as a surrogate for G (e.g., Willis et al.

1991; Klingenberg and Leamy 2001; Bégin and Roff 2004; Kruuk

et al. 2008).

The results also indicate a clear similarity between the covari-

ance matrix of fluctuating asymmetry and the G and P matrices

computed from the averages of the left and right wings. This result

is consistent with previous findings from studies of wing shape

in other insects that found similarity on the patterns of variation

for fluctuating asymmetry and individual variation (Klingenberg

and McIntyre 1998; Klingenberg and Zaklan 2000; Klingenberg

et al. 2001; Breuker et al. 2006b), but there are also studies with

mixed results (Debat et al. 2006) and others that did not find such

a similarity (Santos et al. 2005). Likewise, for mice and other

mammals, some studies found a correspondence (Leamy 1993;

Klingenberg et al. 2003; Badyaev and Foresman 2004; Zelditch

et al. 2008), whereas others found discrepancies (Debat et al.

2000; Hallgrı́msson et al. 2004; Willmore et al. 2005) or different

results depending on the context of the comparison (Drake and

Klingenberg 2010). It is not clear how these patterns, as well as

the agreement or discrepancies among them, relate to the under-

lying processes of developmental buffering (i.e., canalization and

developmental stability; Debat et al. 2000, 2008, 2009; Debat and

David 2001; Breuker et al. 2006b).

The comparison of patterns at the three levels of variation

can be used to make inferences on the origins of variation. Fluc-

tuating asymmetry results from small random differences in the

development of the left and right wings of the individuals in the

sample (Klingenberg 2003a). It therefore reflects the intrinsic

tendency of the developmental system to generate new variation.

Because wing development occurs relatively late in the ontogeny

of hemimetabolous insects such as crickets (Heming 2003), small

developmental aberrations in the left or right wings are unlikely to

have effects on viability, and the patterns of fluctuating asymmetry

of wing shape are unaffected by processes such as internal selec-

tion (Whyte 1965; Arthur 1997; Fusco 2001). Moreover, because

insect wings are not used before they are fully formed, effects

of external function on the development can also be ruled out.

Similarity of the G and P matrices to the covariance matrix for

fluctuating asymmetry therefore indicates that the developmental

system is a primary factor molding the expression of variation at

the genetic and phenotypic levels. Differences, by contrast, can

indicate the effect of selection and similar processes that influence

the composition of populations. Our data indicate a high degree

of similarity between the three covariance matrices, confirming

the strong influence of developmental factors on the structure of

shape variation.

This common pattern appears to include a considerable de-

gree of morphological integration throughout the whole wing.

The tests of the various hypotheses of modularity did not con-

form to the predictions derived from those hypotheses, because

the covariation observed between the subsets of landmarks corre-

sponding to the hypothesized modules was not clearly less than

the covariation between randomly assembled subsets of the cor-

responding numbers of landmarks (Table 2; Klingenberg 2009).

This result is inconsistent with what is expected under the hy-

potheses of modularity, but is consistent with the alternative of

strong integration throughout the entire wing, as it was found for

other insects (e.g., Klingenberg and Zaklan 2000; Klingenberg

et al. 2001; Klingenberg 2009).

Because this pattern of covariation throughout the wing ap-

plies to fluctuating asymmetry, which derives from spontaneous

variation in developmental processes, there must be developmen-

tal interactions that transmit the effects of this variation through-

out the entire developing wing (Klingenberg 2003b, 2005, 2008b).

This indicates that morphological integration in the wing has a

strong developmental basis, which may relate to the important

role of signaling that has been demonstrated for Drosophila (Blair

2007) and may also apply to other insects (Heming 2003). It is

to be expected that such strong developmental integration en-

ables the developmental system to impose a common pattern on

the morphological expression of variation from different sources.

Congruence of patterns of integration at different levels, such as

the G and P matrices and fluctuating asymmetry, should there-

fore be more likely if developmental integration in a structure

is high. In contrast, if a structure consists of separate modules

with only little developmental integration, greater discrepancies

between the patterns of integration at different levels are to be

expected. This hypothesis remains to be tested.

The overall similarities of the three covariance matrices, in

spite of the differences in the underlying processes giving rise to

variation, suggest that the developmental system producing the

wings imparts a common pattern of integration to the expression

of variation from all those processes. As is evident from the dif-

ferences between the P and G matrices, however, the resulting

patterns of variation need not be completely congruent because

particular sources of variation may differentially affect particular

developmental pathways in the overall system.
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INTEGRATION AND FUNCTIONAL ADAPTATION

The influence of morphological integration in the wing on the po-

tential for evolutionary change is also evident from the analyses of

hypothetical selection (Fig. 6). We used localized shape changes

in the mirror, harp, or plectrum as the selection gradients, and con-

sistently obtained correlated responses in different regions of the

wing. These correlated responses were substantial, with landmark

shifts of similar magnitudes as those of the landmarks targeted by

the selection gradients.

As a consequence, selection on individual functional fea-

tures of the cricket wing will produce correlated responses in

other parts. The mechanism for sound production depends on the

geometry of the wing. For instance, the area of the harp has been

shown to correlate with the dominant frequency (Simmons 1995;

Simmons and Ritchie 1996), which is in agreement with expec-

tations from the “clockwork cricket” model in which resonance

in the harp determines the frequency of sound (Elliott and Koch

1985; Koch et al. 1988; Bennet-Clark and Bailey 2002). In con-

trast, Webb and Roff (1992) found no correlation between mirror

area and the dominant frequency of song, which conforms with

the role of the mirror as a subsidiary, but not the main resonator

in the wing (Bennet-Clark 2003). Moreover, it is likely that the

arrangement of parts also is important (e.g., the various flexible

regions and the phase-shifting mechanism between plectrum and

harp; Bennet-Clark 2003; Montealegre-Z et al. 2009). These con-

siderations suggest that selection on specific song characteristics

makes specific demands for changes in wing shape. Deflections

due to the correlated response of shape in turn are likely to have

effects on acoustic properties.

Selection for changes of specific song characteristics does

not necessarily lead to changes of specific parts of the sound-

producing structures of the wing, because there may also be dif-

ferent morphological alterations that can bring about the same

change of song. For instance, the dominant frequency is not only

correlated to the area of the harp in the wing (Simmons 1995;

Simmons and Ritchie 1996), but has also been shown to corre-

late with measures of overall body size such as femur length or

pronotum width (Simmons and Zuk 1992; Webb and Roff 1992;

Simmons 1995). Whether selection on an acoustic feature such as

frequency leads to a response in wing shape or a change in overall

body size depends on other selective pressures on morphological

and life-history traits (Roff 1992). It is not clear whether song

attributes other than frequency also have such alternative evolu-

tionary pathways for achieving the same functional change may

be achieved by a specific change in the sound-producing struc-

tures of the wing or by a general morphological or physiological

change.

The study of structures where developmental and functional

modularity are not congruent are particularly informative for stud-

ies of the evolution of modularity (Breuker et al. 2006a). Our study

considered an example in which parts of a single developmental

module are differentiated for special functions. Other studies have

considered cases in which developmentally separate structures are

integrated to form a single functional unit. For instance, Laffont

et al. (2009) examined shape variation of the three lower molar

teeth in voles, which are coordinated to form a single grinding

surface. The results of their analyses indicated both modularity at

the level of individual teeth and integration within the entire mo-

lar row. Similarly, the jaw structures of cichlid fish are composed

of multiple parts and show complex patterns of functional and

developmental integration (Albertson et al. 2005; Albertson and

Kocher 2006). The relationship between developmental and func-

tional modularity, and whether such modularity indeed exists, still

remains to be explored. The relationship between development,

form, and function may be key to understanding diversification in

systems like these (Alfaro et al. 2005; Wainwright 2009).

Conclusion
Two hypotheses have been proposed about the role of develop-

mental and genetic modules in relation to functional modules. One

of them, the matching hypothesis, states that the developmental

system and genetic architecture evolve to match the subdivision

of organismal structures into functional modules (Cheverud 1984;

Wagner and Altenberg 1996). The alternative hypothesis posits

that developmental modules are evolutionarily conservative and

act primarily as constraints or biases on adaptive evolution (Raff

1996; Arthur 2001, 2002). To distinguish between the two hy-

potheses, Breuker et al. (2006a) proposed a research program

focusing particularly on structures in which functional and devel-

opmental modules are discordant. This study in the cricket wing is

an example of such an analysis, because the wing, which is a sin-

gle developmental module, contains several functionally distinct

parts such as the harp, mirror, and surrounding structures involved

in sound production (Fig. 1A). We found that these functionally

distinct areas of the wing were not matched by corresponding

modules in the genetic or phenotypic covariance structure. In-

stead, the structure of the G and P matrices reflected the de-

velopmental integration throughout the entire wing. In this case,

therefore, the matching hypothesis is rejected.
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